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AGENDA
▹ Welcome!
▹ Understanding platforms & audiences
▹ Building a social team
▹ Breakout room activity
▹ Social media case studies
▹ Questions & wrap up
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HELLO! I’m Calla :)
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UNDERSTANDING
OUR PLATFORMS

& AUDIENCES
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“
“There’s a lot of blame-games 
directed at young people for 

being disinterested in politics. I 
really have to disagree with the 
idea that we’re not interested. 
The problem isn’t young people 
not wanting to volunteer with 

campaigns, it’s campaigns not 
effectively coming to them.”

— Caleb Brock
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gX1dUyFI9ehWBiffN44LEalII92A0wvK55cnQKW8_ug/edit


▹ 78% of teens age 13 to 17 in the U.S. say it's 

important to them to follow current events.

▹ 54% of teens get news from social media, and 

50% get news from YouTube

▹ 41% of teens get news reported by news 

organizations in print or online and only 37% 

of teens get news on TV. 

▹ 64% of teens say that "seeing pictures and 

video showing what happened" gives them the 

best understanding of major news events
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
BEST PRACTICES



 #1  — Know your platforms & audiences

 #2  — Always stay on top of what is trending

 #3  — Keep a steady drumbeat of content

 #4  — Get creative with different features

 #5  — Give others a voice in your content

 #6  — Joy, hope, and urgency bring people in
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 #1.
Know your 

platforms & 
audiences
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● Gen Z is not on Facebook

● Gen Z is not on LinkedIn (lol)

● Gen Z is on Twitter (a lot of already 

involved/active people)

● Gen Z is on Instagram
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Estimated that 60% of TikTok users 
are between the ages of 16-24.
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Content transcends 
different platforms



 #2.
Always stay on 
top of what is 

trending



● TIMING IS EVERYTHING

● Create a doc to track trends — save 

popular TikTok sounds/formats, trending 

tweet styles, etc.

● Constantly monitor social media

● Bring in the voices of young people who 

can tell you what content they’re enjoying 

and what they and their peers want to see
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 #3.
Keep a steady 
drumbeat of 

content



● USE A CONTENT CALENDAR — here’s my 

template

● Don’t draft too far ahead of time — again, 

TIMING IS EVERYTHING

● Create content “buckets” — categories/topics 

that are specific to different aspects of your 

organization’s mission and connect to your 

overarching message
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HVqfecMPTSIG1O3sOreiXp2Uqf9kYJWbT7Hv58U4-vk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HVqfecMPTSIG1O3sOreiXp2Uqf9kYJWbT7Hv58U4-vk/edit?usp=sharing
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Transparency is 
essential for 
democracy

Transparency is 
needed to get 

progressive bills 
passed

Coalition of 
other orgs & 

unions

Grassroots, 
constituent-led
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Content calendar — add columns for translation to other languages, alt text, etc.



 #4.
Get creative 

with different 
features



● Mix up different types of content — policy, 

videos, graphics, fundraising, events, news, etc.

● Use different formats of posting — 

stories/fleets, regular posts, livestreams, polls, 

etc.

● AMA on Instagram stories or Reddit (take 

questions)

● Ask (and answer questions) — do lives and Q&As
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 #5.
Give others a 
voice in your 

content



● Host calls with young supporters who are 

~extremely online~ & get their input on content

● Profile volunteers & supporters with graphics, 

video testimonials, & social media takeovers

● INTERACT with supporters — reply to them, 

engage with their content, etc.

● Host weekly “pitch” calls, where volunteers can 

come & pitch their event or content ideas
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 #6.
Joy, hope, and 
urgency bring 

people in
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QUESTIONS?



BUILDING A 
SOCIAL TEAM
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WHAT DO WE WANT TO GET OUT 
OF OUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS 

BEYOND LIKES AND FOLLOWS?



SOCIAL MEDIA ORGANIZING
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engage ask action
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Why does social media 
organizing matter?

▹ Meet people where they are

▹ Reach more young and digitally-savvy 

people

▹ Empower relational organizing

▹ Make volunteering accessible 

regardless of experience or ability
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What is a SOCIAL TEAM?

WHO:  Young people, extremely online 
people, people to whom other volunteer 
activities aren’t accessible

WHERE: Dedicate a Slack channel and start 
DM rooms to communicate!

WHAT: Your team to get donations, shift 
volunteers, do rapid response, create 
content, and more on social media!



“
Social media 

volunteering isn’t about 
telling your volunteers 

what to say — it’s about 
giving them the tools 

and empowerment they 
need to share their own 

stories & content.
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BREAKOUT ROOMS ACTIVITY:

YOU’RE LAUNCHING YOUR 

CAMPAIGN’S SOCIAL TEAM. 

WHAT ARE 5 POTENTIAL 

ACTIONS OR IDEAS FOR YOUR 

VOLUNTEERS?
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▹ Host an onboarding call

▹ Create Twitter lists of supporters and lists 

of TikTok creators to interact with

▹ Reply to posts that get attention about 

your cause (from news outlets, opponents, 

etc) with volunteer links or CTAs

▹ In Slack, have everyone drop their social 

handles and follow each other to create a 

better sense of community
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▹ Develop public identity for org/cause 
(profile pictures, emojis, etc)

▹ Create a signature hashtag or catchy 
slogan

▹ “DM-banking” or “DM canvassing”
▹ Digital / grassroots toolkits
▹ Power mapping — who has power on social 

media? How can we leverage it?
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STRATEGY SPOTLIGHT

Digital Toolkits DM-banking /
DM canvassing

TikTok



Digital Toolkits

▹ Simple Google Doc or embedded in your 

website

▹ Include: fonts, hex codes, branding, logo pngs

▹ Have messaging and talking points about your 

organization or campaign

▹ Slogans or hashtags associated with your 

organization or campaign

▹ Remind supporters to stay positive :)
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DM Canvassing

▹ In-depth guide by Caleb Brock

▹ Use a simplified textbank script

▹ Your volunteers can canvass their 

followers or you can canvass your 

followers from your org’s official account

▹ Try features like Instagram polls

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gX1dUyFI9ehWBiffN44LEalII92A0wvK55cnQKW8_ug/edit
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TikTok

▹ Video: TikTok tutorial for beginners

▹ Distributed content creation method

▹ Identify Gen Z volunteers who are familiar 

with / active on TikTok and host a 

brainstorm session

▹ Practice makes perfect!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axH9mSYOwIU
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rffJJz9CMrBIAy55V-jiuE9E18mttTBI/preview
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QUESTIONS?



▹ The Technology Gap Across Generations: How Social Media 

Affects the Youth Vote, Yamiemily Hernandez

▹ TikTok Tutorial for Beginners, (video)

▹ ‘Civic Engagement Doesn’t Have to Be Corny.’ How Georgia Pulled 

Off Unprecedented Youth Voter Turnout, Time Magazine

▹ Meet The Politician Who Lives on TikTok, Politico

▹ 2020 Social Media Report & Best Practices, NextGen

▹ Isra Hirsi Talks to Teen Vogue About Organizing and Social Media, 

Teen Vogue

▹ Social Media Transformed Teens’ Ability to Build Activist 

Movements Online, Teen Vogue

▹ Caleb Brock’s Social Media Master Doc, Caleb Brock
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https://scholarship.shu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1047&context=pa
https://scholarship.shu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1047&context=pa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axH9mSYOwIU
https://time.com/5908483/georgia-youth-vote/
https://time.com/5908483/georgia-youth-vote/
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/08/14/politicians-using-tiktok-matt-little-395620
https://nextgenamerica.medium.com/2020-social-media-report-best-practices-4ca1e992a032
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/isra-hirsi-organizing-social-media
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/social-media-activism-changed-everything
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/social-media-activism-changed-everything
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gX1dUyFI9ehWBiffN44LEalII92A0wvK55cnQKW8_ug/edit

